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ELI library skills
an evaluevaluationatioatlon 0 fF ad CCHcchspiingspring classcidst
by baffybeffybetty crethar

during the second block session of the would have a language vocabulary to draw
english language institute at the church upon when they visited the library
college of hawaii it was decided that a my class was small enough 16 students
dictionary library skills class would be to take to the library for immediate
offered for the 104 advanced level students reinforcement work the group pulled
the objectives of this course were to books off the shelves and identified the
increase vocabulary and to develop appendix glossary table of contents etc
classification abbreviabbreviationatlon skills and general the results showed excellent retention of
interest in books as tools for learning many material learned and a motivated interest
of our students come from the greater mrs Moffmoffatsmoffafsmoffattats material was extremely
pacific basin areas where libraries and clearclearscleark understandable and very adaptable for
sometimes books are non existantexistent foreign students I1 showed the

the coursecourscourlee objectives were well transparencies and through a class discovery
presented inin material prepared by helen approach situation we learned the
moffat director of the woolley library different areas of the library this
mrs Moffmoffatsmoffafsmoffattats well formulated material is in
the form of lectures slides and
transparencies are also used as
reinforcement aids also included in the betty M crethar is an instructor in
material are worksheets and quizzes which the TESL program at CCH she is also
are excellent followupfollow up aids to the lessons teaching in the college adult

since the foreign students I1 was working education program
with were not yet able to followandfollofollowwandand absorb
new and detailed information at a
teacher lecture level I1 used ththee material methodology was used as we discovered the
from the lectures basically as an card catalog the shelving under the library
introduction to the worksheet lessons to of congress system of classification the
use a library as a tool and resource center periodical indexes the reference book
requires a new terminology to be shelves and the microfilm room and its
leamedbeamed the vocabulary and language of a indexes with each new area in the library
library with this in mind the first discovered explored and learned I1 first
assignment required the students to learn presented the material in the classroom and
the meanings and the spelling of then together we went to the library to
approximately twenty basic words see feel smell and maybe even taste the
commonly associated with books and material so that concrete knowledge was
libraries such as bibliography copyright built upon the already sound and workable
preface glossary appendix etc with this foundation of previously learned
basic vocabulary as the first objective the information
following lessons which concentrated on
the parts of a book were made concrete I1 found that through this teachingthe results were very gratifying in that the I1 could whenmethodology sense mystudents seemed involved in the excitement students were near a frustrationgettingof discovery they seemed to realize that level within the class and thatwhen they understood these words they
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instantaneous revival took place when they handle these machines would be
were told that we would now meet at a advantageous to them I1 found it necessary
designated section of the library for a to work individually with these students in
review evaluation order to build up confidence in handling

this important library area this was a

the attitude of these students towards most interesting and yet quite
the microfilm machines was interesting understandable sidelight to the teaching of
since most of the class came from a culture library skills to pacific basin students
and background where machines are not at the end of this block I1 concluded that
a common tool or aid the introduction to a library skills course has great merit
the big gray boxes called the microfilm within the curriculum on an english as a
machines was a traumatic experience for second language institute
some of them one assignment required program especially when the students are
that each student look up his home country preparing for college work in such a class
in the new york times index and write the students can see a practical application in
call numbers on a slip of paper for the lab the learning of english structure
assistant to use in procuring the vocabulary and reading skills by putting
information the idea of using a machine to this knowledge to work my role as
read a newspaper was a difficult experience instructor was made much more rewarding
for some students I1 explained to the group by the availability of mrs moffatsmoffattMoffats fine
that many future libraries would be only material and the proximity of my class to
microfilm libraries and that the ability to the library




